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The LG OLED C2, OLED G2, OLED SIGNATURE Z2, ART90, LX1, LX3,
QNED99 and QNED90 Series of TVs has received the WiSA SoundSend
Certification. (Photo: Business Wire)

Multiple LG OLED TVs Including C2, G2
Series and Z2 SIGNATURE Series Earn
WiSA SoundSend Certification, Adding to
Growing Number of WiSA SoundSend
Certified TVs
WiSA SoundSend Certification ensures TVs connect flawlessly with the WiSA SoundSend to

create picture-perfect synchronization

SAN JOSE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- WiSA® LLC, a subsidiary of WiSA Technologies,
Inc. (NASDAQ: WISA), today announced that the LG OLED C2, OLED G2, OLED
SIGNATURE Z2, ART90, LX1, LX3, QNED99 and QNED90 Series of TVs has received the
WiSA SoundSend Certification. The WiSA SoundSend Certification program, which launched
just last year, verifies TVs work flawlessly with the award-winning WiSA SoundSend wireless
audio transmitter. These LG TVs received WiSA SoundSend Certification after successful
testing earlier this month.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220929005163/en/

“We are excited that
LG TVs including our
line of critically
acclaimed 2022 LG
OLED TVs are now
WiSA SoundSend
Certified. Certifying
our TVs to work
perfectly with WiSA
technology is
important for LG,”
said David Park, LG’s
Head of Customer
Value Enablement for
Home Entertainment.
“The WiSA
SoundSend is a
revolutionary product
that increases the

https://www.wisatechnologies.com/
https://www.wisatechnologies.com/soundsend
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220929005163/en/


interoperability of modern TVs and enhances the already impressive functionality of our LG
OLED C2 TV.”

Connecting the WiSA SoundSend to TVs like the LG OLED C2 TV instantly upgrades any
home theater setup. The mark of a WiSA SoundSend Certification ensures picture-perfect,
tightly synchronized sound from all WiSA HT Certified speakers. The Association is
witnessing a growing number of WiSA SoundSend Certified TVs that can all sync to
speakers through the SoundSend to complete amazing and immersive surround sound
experiences.

“We are very happy to continue our great partnership with LG by certifying that these
stunning TVs work flawlessly with our award-winning WiSA SoundSend wireless audio
transmitter,” said Tony Ostrom, WiSA President. “We are proud to partner with premium
brands like LG to provide consumers with outstanding home cinema solutions that are easy
to create and control.”

The WiSA SoundSend is WiSA’s first branded product, built to create seamless connection
between smart TVs and speakers. The SoundSend has made headlines with awards like the
Smart Home Division Mark of Excellence from Consumer Technology Association (CTA) and
the Dealerscope IMPACT Award. Connection to WiSA Certified™ smart TVs and speakers is
easy with the SoundSend; simply plug the SoundSend into the smart TV via HDMI- (or
optical) connection and the SoundSend flawlessly and wirelessly connects to speakers.
Setup takes only 10 minutes and allows complete control via the SoundSend mobile app.

To learn more about WiSA and explore its product offerings, visit
www.wisatechnologies.com.

About WiSA, LLC

WiSA® educates, evangelizes and promotes solutions for spatial audio in the home.
Working in collaboration with technology developed by WiSA Technologies, Inc., WiSA
Association engages with leading consumer electronics companies, technology providers,
retailers, and ecosystem partners to make immersive audio an experience everyone can
enjoy. WiSA, LLC - the Wireless Speaker and Audio Association - is a wholly owned
subsidiary of WiSA Technologies, Inc. For more information about WiSA, please visit:
www.wisatechnologies.com.

About WiSA Technologies, Inc

WiSA Technologies, Inc. (NASDAQ: WISA) is the developer of spatial, wireless sound
technology for smart devices and next-generation home entertainment systems marketed
under the WiSA brands. WiSA’s technology delivers immersive audio experiences for high-
definition content, including movies and video, music, sports, gaming/esports, and more.
Headquartered in Beaverton, OR, WiSA has sales teams in Taiwan, China, Japan, Korea
and California. For more information, please visit: www.wisatechnologies.com.

* WiSA Ready TVs, gaming PCs and console systems are “ready” to transmit audio to WiSA
Certified™ speakers when a WiSA USB Transmitter is plugged in and a user interface is
activated through an APP or product design like LG TVs.
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© 2022 WiSA Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. WiSA Technologies, Inc. and the WiSA
Technologies, Inc. logo are trademarks of WiSA Technologies, Inc. The WiSA logo, WiSA®,
WiSA Ready™, and WiSA Certified™ are trademarks and certification marks of WiSA, LLC.
Third-party trade names, trademarks and product names are the intellectual property of their
respective owners.

View source version on businesswire.com:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220929005163/en/

Sarah Cox, Dittoe PR for WiSA, 765.546.1036, sarah@dittoepr.com 
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